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Abstract
In today’s competitive
c
markets, the roole of human resources as a sustainablee competitive
advantage is
i undeniable. Reliable hirring decisionss for personn
nel assignatioon contribute
greatly to a firms’ successs. This is esppecially releva
ant in disasterrs managemennt and emergency situattions where times
t
plays a fundamentall role for effeective relief aand the costbenefit ratioo can be impro
oved. The Perrsonnel Assignment Problem (PAP) reliees on assigning the righht people to th
he right positiions. The solu
ution to the PA
AP provided iin this paper
includes thee introducing and
a testing off an algorithm
m based on a combination
c
of a Fuzzy Inference Systtem (FIS) and
d a Genetic Alg
lgorithm (GA)). The evaluation of candida
dates is based
on subjectivve knowledge and is influeenced by unceertainty. A FIIS is applied tto model experts’ qualitative knowledge and reasooning. Also, a GA is appliied for assignning assessed
candidates to
t job vacanccies based on their competeency and the significance oof each position. The prroposed algorrithm is applieed in an Iranian company in the chocollate industry.
Thirty-five candidates
c
weere evaluated and assigned to three different positionss. The results
were assesseed by ten Hum
man Resources
es (HR) manag
gers and the algorithm
a
resuults proved to
be satisfactoory in discoveering desirable
le solutions. Also,
A
two GA selection
s
technniques (tournament seleection and pro
oportional rouulette wheel selection)
s
werre applied annd compared.
Results show
w that tournament selectionn has better performance
p
than
t
proportioonal roulette
wheel selecttion.
Keywords: Fuzzy
F
Inferen
nce Systems, G
Genetic Algorrithm, Person
nnel Assignmeent Problem,
Disasters Management
M
an
nd Emergenciies, Cost-benef
efit ratio
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Managerial Relevance Statement
The process of hiring and candidate evaluation is blended with uncertainty. Determining candidates’
competency is not exact in nature and is based on experts’ qualitative knowledge. Also, putting best candidates to the most proper job vacancies based on their competency and position importance, is a kind of
imprecise issue. In addition, for disaster and emergency situations in which decisions need to be made
under time pressure, solutions to gain time for human resources assignment to increase relief to specific
zones and vulnerable collectives are especially necessary (Altay & Green, 2006). In this paper, we capture the uncertainty of the experts’ qualitative knowledge and reasoning by means of FISs. Besides, a GA
is applied to obtain optimal or near optimal solution for assigning right people to the right positions.
To sum up, the contribution of this paper is to find a solution for PAP by handling uncertainty using FISs
and optimizing the solution applying a GA. The results are assessed by experts and desirable solutions are
obtained.

Introduction
The concept of globalization has deeply changed the traditional market dynamics. Companies spread their
markets based on competitive advantages, while others face aggressive competitors when trying to adapt
to rapidly changing environments. So, for all the companies that intend to survive in today’s markets,
establishing and maintaining a sustainable competitive advantage based on expertise and competition
becomes a crucial need.
According to Barney (1991), a firm preserves a sustainable competitive advantage provided that it benefits from resources which are valuable, rare, non-imitable, non-substitutable and non-transferable. Human
resources are a source of sustainable competitive advantage for the firm according to those characteristics.
There is growing evidence indicating that individuals’ varied skills and knowledge lead to the creation of
economic value in firms (Marvel, Davis, & Sproul, 2016). Overall, Human Resource Management
(HRM) practices positively affect organizational performance (Boselie, Dietz, & Boon, 2005; Buller &
McEvoy, 2012; Combs, Liu, Hall, & Ketchen, 2006; Jogaratnam, 2017; Katou & Budhwar, 2010;
Minguela-Rata & Arias-Aranda, 2009), as well as competitiveness and efficiency (Lopez Cabrales,
Valle, & Herrero, 2006). In fact, as Zhao and Du (2012) discussed, human resources contribute greatly to
the success of enterprises and should be given top priority. Regarding natural disasters, these cause many
life losses as well as countless damages all over the world. So, implementing a fast, efficient and effective
system for personnel assigments to guarantee relief to save human lives is of vital importance.
Therefore, in competitive markets as well as in emergency situations, staffing is vital to a firm’s development. Assigning the right people to the right positions leads to positive organizational outcomes such
as reducing the employee turnover rate, improving productivity, improving the cost-benefit ratio and
increasing customer satisfaction (Yu, Zhang, & Xu, 2013). However, poor hiring decisions impose significant costs related to engaging, training and dismissing inadequate employees (Golec & Kahya, 2007).
The strategic implementation of PAP can provide an effective solution to the aforementioned problems.
PAP entails personnel assignment considering candidates’ abilities to job positions considering the restrictions of available human resources and positions in a way that an optimal solution can be obtained
(Dunnette, 1966). The major specifications of PAP are as follows: The number of job positions is smaller
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than the number of candidates; all positions should be occupied by the candidates; each candidate should
be matched only with one position; and finally, the assignment process should guarantee that the total
profit is maximized or the total cost is minimized (Herrera, López, Mendana, & Rodrı́guez, 1999; S.-Y.
Lin et al., 2010).
In the literature, PAP has a wide range of applications in assigning the adequate people to the right positions. Nurses (Errarhout, Kharraja, & Corbier, 2016) or therapists assignment (M. Lin, Chin, Wang, &
Tsui, 2016) to patients in home health care; agents assignments to factory lines (Hougaard, MorenoTernero, & Østerdal, 2014) or workers assignment to specific business units in Waste and Recycling
Services (Niknafs, 2016) are some examples as well as reviewers’ assignments (Daş & Göçken, 2014) or
military personnel assignment (Korkmaz, Gökçen, & Çetinyokuş, 2008) among others.
In general, since the evaluation of candidates in the assignment process is measured across different metrics, PAP is basically a Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem. Various approaches are used
in dealing with the personnel selection problem in the literature. Herrera et al. (1999) evaluated the personnel by means of verbal information in a fuzzy environment. Then, a GA was applied to solve the staff
selection problem. S.-Y. Lin et al. (2012) combined the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
with the random-key (RK) encoding scheme in order to deal with a bi-objective personnel assignment
problem (BOPAP). H.-T. Lin (2010) combined analytic network process (ANP) with fuzzy data envelopment analysis (DEA) to solve the personnel selection problem. Other PAP approaches involve the
application of a robust optimization approach (Guillaume, Houé, & Grabot, 2014), the Fuzzy Analytic
Hierarchy Process (FAHP) model (Güngör, Serhadlıoğlu, & Kesen, 2009), the Fuzzy Technique for
Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) model (Boran, Genç, & Akay, 2011; Sang,
Liu, & Qin, 2015), the fuzzy AHP-TOPSIS model (Kusumawardani & Agintiara, 2015), the Group
decision making under hesitant fuzzy environment (Yu et al., 2013) or the MCDM technique (Dursun &
Karsak, 2010; Vecchione, Alessandri, & Barbaranelli, 2012).
Among the studies that applied fuzzy logic in personnel selection, Canós and Liern (2008) based on
available information, presented two models for personnel selection by means of fuzzy sets. Their models
simulate evaluation of experts by using Ordered Weighted Average (OWA). In order to deal with the
vagueness in personnel selection, Ali, Nikolić, and Zahra (2017) proposed a model based on fuzzy
MCDM. They applied FAHP for personnel evaluation. Mediouni and Cheikhrouhou (2019) presented a
methodology for expert selection in the field of humanitarian and social projects under the uncertainty
where FAHP was applied to assess the candidates and TOPSIS was used to rank them.
The present approach to solve PAP involves two phases:
1. Evaluation. The competency approach to assigning candidates to job positions is defined as the ability
to carry out the defined tasks in an effective way (Różewski & Małachowski, 2009). However, the usual
evaluations of candidate competencies (especially facing some vague criteria in nature such as team
working abilities or attention to detail) are based on subjective knowledge and influenced by uncertainty.
This is where using a FIS is a suitable approach. In the case of dealing with uncertain numerical data,
linguistic data or imprecise data, FIS has the capability of modeling human qualitative knowledge and
reasoning, which is useful in formulating expert knowledge and reasoning system in a formal mathematical model. By doing this, the presence of experts for evaluating candidates would be unnecessary since
the mentioned FIS is able to fulfil the process of reasoning based on expert knowledge. To the best of our
knowledge, there is a lack of studies combining FIS and GA to handle PAP.
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2. Optimization. In this phase, we apply the GA which is inspired by natural genetics in order to solve
problems (Herrera, López, Mendaña, & Rodrıǵ uez, 2001). GAs are general-purpose search algorithms
successfully designed to deal with multi-objective optimization problems (Toroslu & Arslanoglu, 2007). In
our case, a set of best candidates evaluated in the previous phase are to be selected to fill the job vacancies.
This selection is based not only on the competency of candidates, but also on the importance of each
position. Regarding the concept of natural selection in genetics, GA can arrive at a set of candidates that
satisfies all the PAP conditions, resulting in an optimal or near optimal solution.
To summarize, a new algorithm is developed as a combination of FIS (to evaluate candidates) and GA (to
optimize the solution) for PAP solving. The knowledge of HR managers is encapsulated in FISs. So, by
gathering data from candidates (by means of questionnaires, forms, interviews, etc.), input data is prepared for this algorithm. Candidates are evaluated through FISs while the GA optimizes the combination
of selected candidates according to the restrictions of each defined situation.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an introduction to fuzzy logic and FISs. Section 3
introduces the GA while section 4 introduces the proposed algorithm as a means of dealing with the PAP.
Section 5 details an application through a case study. Results and analysis are shown in section 6. Finally,
Section 7 provides the conclusions of this study.

Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Inference System
Every day in our decision-making process, we face situations in which the obtained and available data are
imprecise and vague in nature. In dealing with such conditions, using exact and precise modeling is not
always an optimal choice (P. Rabiei & Arias-Aranda, 2018). In order to handle uncertainty and ambiguity, Zadeh (1965) introduced fuzzy logic theory to deal with situations in which boundaries are not exactly
defined.
The process of decision making in management is usually tied to different degrees of ambiguity and uncertainty. FIS captures experts’ knowledge in the form of if-then rules and formulates the way in which
humans think when data is uncertain, linguistic, imprecise or insecure (Ruzic, Skenderovic, & Lesic,
2016). In the literature, the use of FISs on decision making for management involves both a wide range of
applications to measure HRM performance (Ruzic et al., 2016), and support for the retention strategies of
human capital (Kalali, 2015); as well as supplier selection (Amindoust, Ahmed, Saghafinia, &
Bahreininejad, 2012; Carrera & Mayorga, 2008; Tahriri, Mousavi, Haghighi, & Dawal, 2014) or risk
assessment systems (Bukhari, Tusseyeva, & Kim, 2013) among others.
In this survey, before assigning candidates to job vacancies, their competency for each vacancy should be
evaluated. However, a noticeable number of indexes (such as self-confidence, attention to detail or teamworking abilities) are of a qualitative nature with different degrees of uncertainty. HR managers are responsible for evaluating candidates. By applying the FIS, the HR managers’ knowledge and reasoning
system can be encapsulated in a mathematical model. Hence, the created FIS is able to evaluate the competency of a large number of candidates based on raw data in an effective and efficient way through the
following key conceptions:
Linguistic variable. A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are expressed in linguistic terms. This
concept is very useful in handling situations which are too complicated or not sufficiently well defined to
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be described in conventional quantitative expressions (Zimmermann, 2011). For instance, “previous experience” is a linguistic variable whose values could be: very low, low, medium, high, very high, etc. These
linguistic values are represented by fuzzy numbers.
Membership function. In fuzzy logic the concept of membership function determines how much a variable belongs to a set. Suppose we have a range called A. Membership function µ is a function from A to
. The membership function is usually denoted by 
and dethe real unit interval [0 1]:
, it means that certainly is not a
termines the membership degree of in the fuzzy set . If 
, it means that is definitely a member of A. other values between 0 and 1
member of A. If 
(Zadeh,
means that is partially a member of fuzzy set A and its degree of membership equals to 
1965).
Fuzzy if-then rules. Fuzzy if-then rules are expressions in the form of
. Actually,
these kinds of expressions formulate conditional statements. A and B represent fuzzy sets defined by their
membership functions. The if-part is called premise part and x is called input variable. The Then-part is
considered as a consequent part and y is the output variable. A simple fuzzy if-then rule could be as follows: If price is reasonable, then value is high.
Price and value are linguistic variables. Moreover, reasonable and high are linguistic values as well which
are defined in the form of membership functions. Also, “If price is reasonable” is the premise part and
“then value is high” is considered as consequent part. Also, the core part of FISs is constructed by fuzzy
if-then rules (Jang, 1993).
Fuzzy Inference Systems
FIS performs a kind of mapping from an input space to an output space by means of fuzzy logic (Figure
1). In this study, one type of FISs, known as Mamdani-type (Mamdani & Assilian, 1975), is used. According to (Jang, 1993), FIS consists of five blocks (Figure 1):
(1) Rule base. This block contains all the fuzzy if-then rules;
(2) Database. The main segments of fuzzy rules are fuzzy sets. The membership functions of fuzzy sets
are defined in the Database;
(3) Inference unit. It performs inference operations on the rules;
(4) Fuzzification interface. Fuzzification is the process of transforming a crisp input value (A given numeric value within the range of linguistic variables) into its equivalent degree of membership in associated linguistic values;
(5) Defuzzification interface. The Fuzzy result, obtained in the inference process, should be transformed
into a crisp output value. This transformation is known as defuzzification.

Fig. 1. FIS. Source: Adapted from Jang (1993)
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An example of how a Mamdani FIS (in the process of mapping from input space to output space) works is
illustrated in Figure 1. Assuming two fuzzy sets in two linguistic variables in input space: “Basic Computer
Skills” and “Previous Experience” as well as the linguistic variable “Competency” in output space; the
process of fuzzy reasoning could be divided into five steps (Jang, 1993):
(1) Fuzzifying input variables. In this step, the input numerical values are transformed into their equivalent degrees of membership in associated fuzzy sets. In Figure 2, it is determined by intersecting input values to their related fuzzy sets. This process is known as fuzzification;
(2) Apply fuzzy operator. In the premise part of the first rule (If Basic Computer Skills are Low and Previous Experience is Medium, then Competency is Medium), there are two sets: “Basic Computer
Skills are Low” and “Previous Experience is Medium”. Some kinds of fuzzy operators known as Tnorm operators (such as multiplication or minimum operator) are required in order to combine the
membership values of mentioned sets obtained in the fuzzification process. As depicted in Figure 2, a
minimum operator is applied and the rule weight w1 (also known as firing strength) is obtained. The
same process should be carried out for the second rule (If Basic Computer Skills is Medium and Previous Experience is High, then Competency is High) to calculate w2;
(3) Apply implication method. The consequent part of each if-then rule is also a fuzzy linguistic set.
Based on the weight (firing strength) of each rule obtained in the previous step, the fuzzy set of the
consequent part is truncated. This process is known as implication;
(4) Apply aggregation method. The truncated fuzzy sets in the consequent part of all the rules determined by implication method are combined to form a single fuzzy set. In order to achieve this goal,
an aggregation method is implemented. There are various aggregation operations such as max or sum
functions. Function max is applied in this example since it is easy to implement and well accepted;
(5) Defuzzification. This step is exactly the opposite of fuzzification. The combined fuzzy set from the
aggregation process is defuzzified in order to produce a single scalar value. As it is shown in Figure
2, the centroid method which returns the center of area under the curve is used in the defuzzification
step in this example.
As it is shown, fuzzy reasoning determines how the output parameter “Competency” of an employee is
calculated based on the input parameters of “Basic Computer Skills” and “Previous Experience”. Note
that steps 2, 3 and 4 are carried out in the inference unit.
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy if-then rulees and fuzzy reaasoning mechan
nisms. Source: Adapted
A
from JJang (1993)

Geneetic Algorith
hm
The cconcept of GA
A was first in
ntroduced by Holland (197
75). GA is a well-known optimization search
methoodology inspirred by naturall selection andd evolution in biological systems to geneerate optimal or
o near
optim
mal solutions (Herrera
(
et al.., 2001). This algorithm is an alternativee to traditionaal heuristic methods
m
(Guptta, Mehlawat, & Mittal, 201
13).
Regarrding the definned problem, each chromoosome (a vecto
or of data) is actually a feaasible solution
n. GAs
produuce a set of feaasible chromo
osomes as poteential solution
ns for the prob
blem. The utillity of chromo
osomes
is evaaluated througgh a function called fitnesss function. Over
O
iterationss, by applyingg genetic opeerators,
GAs eevolve the chhromosomes in
n order to finnd the optimall solution (Miitchell, 1998).. Iterations co
ontinue
until a stopping conndition (e.g., the
t number off generations or no improvement in the ppopulation forr some
speciffic iterations) is met. The basic structure of a GA is deepicted in Figure 3. There aare six key co
oncepts
in GA
As:
1.

C
Chromosome. The structure of a possible solution for th
he problem is presented as a vector. Thiss simpple vector is caalled a chromo
osome (Torosllu & Arslanog
glu, 2007). Eaach chromosom
me conceptuaally
can be partitionned into genes. The specific position of eaach gene in thee chromosomee is called locu
us and
itts value is knoown as allele (M
Mitchell, 19988). The structu
ure of a chromo
osome is depiccted in Figure 4;
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2.

P
Population. In each generation, the set of chromosomess (possible sollutions) is knoown as a popu
ulation
(G
Gupta et al., 2013);
2
3. F
Fitness functioon. It is an evaaluation functiion which meaasures the fitn
ness of each chhromosome acccordinng to the desirred optimal so
olution (Torosslu & Arslanog
glu, 2007);
4. S
Selection. The way in which
h chromosomees are selected
d from the pop
pulation for m
mating, mutatio
on or
ggenerating new
w population is determined bby the selectio
on operator. The
T more fit chhromosomes, the
hhigher chance of reproducin
ng and passingg their genes to
o the next gen
neration (Mitch
chell, 1998);
5. C
Crossover. It iss a main genettic operator. T
This operator takes
t
two pareent chromosom
mes and by reecombbining them, produces two child
c
chromossomes (offspriing) (García-P
Pedrajas, Ortizz-Boyer, & HeervásM
Martínez, 20066);
6. M
Mutation. It is also a main genetic
g
operatoor which rand
domly alters th
he value of som
me genes in th
he
chromosome (M
Mitchell, 1998).
Applyying GA has some
s
significaant advantagess:
x
x

x

x

GAs are flexible
fl
algoritthms which caan be merged with heuristicc methods andd make hybrid
d algorithms (Guupta et al., 201
13; Niknafs, D
Denzinger, & Ruhe, 2013).
GAs are adaptive.
a
They
y can draw ouut information
n in an initiallly unfamiliar search space to develop furthher searches in
i more approopriate subspaaces. This mak
kes GA more powerful com
mpared
to classicaal search tools such as heuuristic method
ds especially in large, disccontinuous, co
omplex
and poorlyy understood search
s
spaces (Herrera et all., 2001).
GAs can avoid
a
local opttimums (A. R
Rabiei, Sayyad
d, Riazi, & Haashemi, 2015) and convergee to the
global optimum (Gupta et al., 2013) qquickly and reeliably. However, there is nno guarantee th
hat the
global optimum will be reached (Herr
rrera et al., 200
01).
It is not necessary
n
to have
h
an extennsive mathemaatical understaanding of opttimization pro
oblems
(Niknafs et
e al., 2013).

Fig. 3. Th
he basic structu
ure of a GA
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Fig. 4. Sttructure of a ch
hromosome

Accorrding to the liiterature, GAss are suitable methods in seearch and optiimization probblems (Guptaa et al.,
2013)). These algorrithms are very
y successful iin multi-objecctive NP-hard optimization problems (Gu
upta et
al., 20013; Toroslu & Arslanoglu
u, 2007). In thhe field of maanagement, GA
As have a widde range of ap
pplications in Solving PA
AP (Niknafs et al., 2013) and Worker assignment
a
(M
Mutlu, Polat, & Supciller, 2013),
personnnel staffing (Jiménez-Dom
mingo, Colom
mo-Palacios, & Gómez-Berrbís, 2014), asssignment pro
oblems
(Tailoor & Dhodiya,, 2016; Tosun
n, Dokeroglu, & Cosar, 2013; Yang, Peng
g, Jiang, Wanng, & Li, 2014
4), jobshop scheduling prroblems (Drisss, Mouss, & Laggoun, 2015), job sched
duling modelss (Liu, Luo, Zhang,
Z
Zhangg, & Li, 20133), manufacturring schedulinng problems (Gladkov,
(
Glaadkova, & Leeiba, 2014), producp
tion-ddistribution planning probleems (Jia, Wanng, & Fan, 20
014), resource assignment ((Gupta et al., 2013);
creditt risk assessm
ment (Oreski & Oreski, 20014) and enerrgy managem
ment (Arabali, Ghofrani, EttezadiAmolli, Fadali, & Baghzouz,
B
2013; Soares, Anntunes, Oliveirra, & Gomes, 2014), amongg others.

FIS aand GA to so
olve PAP
PAP iinvolves the assignment
a
of candidates too job positionss based on theeir competenciies. In the liteerature,
competency is deffined as the ability
a
to perfform the deffined tasks in
n an effectivee way (Różew
wski &
e
Małacchowski, 20099). This abilitty is, in fact, a mixture off knowledge, skills (improvved through experience),, behaviors annd attitudes (S
Suleman & Suuleman, 2012). Assessing individual
i
com
mpetencies in a precise w
way becomes a challenge beecause of the nature of hum
man attributes.. As a result, ffirms face situ
uations
in whhich decision making
m
is inflluenced by unncertainty and
d vagueness. Fuzzy
F
logic is a suitable app
proach
to deaal with these situations. Regarding
R
com
mpetencies asssessments, fu
uzzy logic is widely used. Some
exampples are unit competence evaluation (P
Pépiot, Cheikh
hrouhou, Fürb
bringer, & G
Glardon, 2008)); firm
competence (Amirii, Zandieh, So
oltani, & Vahddani, 2009) or employee com
mpetence (Goolec & Kahya,, 2007;
Guillaaume et al., 20014; Suleman & Suleman, 22012).
Our aapproach in this study beneffits from the aability of FIS in modeling human
h
qualitaative knowledge and
reasonning combined with GA (to
o optimize thee solution) in dealing
d
with the
t PAP. Thiss approach con
nsiders
that th
there are
joob vacancies (positions) ddenoted by 
and
canddidates, denoted by
candidates are to be assiggned to possitions where
. In deealing with PA
AP, the

evaluaating process involves two phases:
1. Evvaluating indivviduals. The problem
p
to bbe solved invo
olves the assiignment of caandidate
tion

mpetency of candidate
 . So, the com



foor occupying the position
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to reach this goal, experts (HR managers), first determine the required knowledge, skills, behaviors and
attitudes of the right candidate. In the next step, experts determine the level of aptitude of candidate  for
the job  by obtaining information from him/her through a range of different sources such as forms,
interviews, questionnaires and resumes among others. In this way, it can be determined to what extent
candidate  is suitable for occupying position  .
For each position, in this approach, the experts’ knowledge is encapsulated in a FIS. By applying designed FISs on candidates’ information, their competency for each available position can be measured.
2. Evaluating a solution. With

positions,

candidates need to be selected. A potential solution is:
భ

It means candidate

భ

మ

య

is assigned to the first position, while



(1)

మ

is assigned to the second available posi-

tion, etc. FIS is applied to evaluate the competency of each candidate. The fitness value of the solution is
not simply the summation of each individual competency, since all the positions are not of the same importance. Indeed, when candidates have the competency for occupying more than one position, managers
would select the most competent candidates for the most vital positions. In this case, GAs help to optimize the solution. Therefore, weights are necessary to determine the importance of each position. The
weight of position  is denoted by 
to determine the importance of position  . Hence,
the fitness value of the solution would be:

ୀଵ





(2)

In previous studies, in addition to classic methods, different innovative methods such as a priority scale
based on AHP (De Feo & De Gisi, 2010), an integrated criteria weighting framework (Iwaro, Mwasha,
Williams, & Zico, 2014) or a fuzzy AHP-TOPSIS method (Kusumawardani & Agintiara, 2015), among
others, are used in defining weights. Determining the importance of positions is a qualitative situation
with different degrees of ambiguity. So, in this study, to specify the importance of each position, we benefit from a set of linguistic labels in order to prioritize job vacancies.
In summary, FIS emerges as a useful tool to evaluate candidates’ competency regarding different positions. Besides, GA enables us to reach the optimum or excellent near optimum solution in which the most
competent individuals are assigned to the most important positions. In order to apply this, an algorithm is
proposed involving ten steps as follows:
Step 1: Identification of job vacancies (positions) and their importance in the organization
In the first step, HR managers determine which positions are to be filled. Positions are denoted by
where is the number of positions. A set of linguistic labels indicate the importance of

each position in normal linguistic terms according to HR managers. The weights of positions are denoted
by 
. All positions should be occupied and each chosen candidate should be assigned to
only one position.
Step 2: Identification of critical factors for occupying each position
In order to hire a new employee for a job vacancy, some critical factors need to be taken into account in
the process of assessing a candidate. This step involves preparing a list of such critical factors for all the
positions separately.
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Step 3: Collecting data from candidates
Data from candidates is collected by proper means such as interviews, resumes, etc. based on the critical
factors for occupying each position obtained in the previous step.
Step 4: Implementation of a FIS for each position to evaluate the competency of candidates
For each position, a FIS should be implemented in order to evaluate candidates’ competency. For each
FIS, determine all its five main blocks which discussed earlier in section 2.1.
So far, a set of FISs is implemented to evaluate the candidates’ competencies for occupying positions
regarding the various instances of the critical factors required. In the next steps, a GA to optimize the
solution of PAP is implemented.
Step 5: Designing the structure of chromosomes
In designing a GA, the first step involves encoding a possible solution of the defined problem as a simple
vector (or chromosome). There are positions to be assigned to candidates where the number of posi.
tions is smaller than the number of candidates
Step 6: Implementation of the fitness function
In order to evaluate the generated solutions, it is necessary to establish the closeness of the specific solutions (chromosomes) to the optimal solution. The fitness function measures the fitness of a solution
(chromosome). In step 1, the importance of each job vacancy is determined. Also in step 4, considering
each position, a FIS is implemented to evaluate the candidates’ competency for each position. Actually,
FIS is the core of the fitness function in the GA. As positions are of different importance, the fitness value
of a solution is not simply the summation of each individual competency. Assuming that there are posi, the weight of position  is denoted by 
. The fitness
tions denoted by 
value of a solution is:

ୀଵ





In this way, the competencies of candidates who could occupy several positions are awarded higher fitness values, which results in their placement in the positions of higher priority.
Step 7: Definition of selection techniques
The concept of selection includes how chromosomes are selected for genetic operators (crossover and
mutation), as well as which chromosomes are passed to the next generation. The most suitable chromosomes (for genetic operators and also generating new population) must be selected to achieve more compatible solutions (Mitchell, 1998). Diversity in chromosomes is of great importance and should be taken
into account in the selection process. So, this step includes defining proper selection techniques for generating new populations and also choosing chromosomes for genetic operators (crossover and mutation).
Step 8: Implementation of a crossover operator
The crossover operator generates two child chromosomes (offspring) by taking two parent chromosomes
and recombining them. It is crucial to implement an adequate crossover operator, taking into account the
characteristics of the defined problem.
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Step 99: Implementtation of a mutation operaator
The m
mutation operaator randomly
y alters the vaalue of some genes in the chromosome
c
to keep diverrsity in
the poopulation. Reggarding the characteristics of the defineed problem, a proper mutat
ation operator is implemeented.
Step 110: Tuning up GA parameters and run
nning the algorithm
The pparameters of the
t algorithm are set and ruun. The param
meters are the number
n
of gennerations, num
mber of
indiviiduals, crossovver probability, mutation pprobability and
d tournament size. Figure 5 shows the stteps of
the prroposed algoriithm.

Fig
g. 5. The frameework of the prroposed Algorithm

Case study
The ddescribed algoorithm has been applied inn a real PAP for
f the Aidin company. Thhis company in
i Iran
manufactures and exports
e
a widee range of choocolate produccts. Through in
nterviews with
th HR manageers, job
vacanncy details andd priorities, ass well as criticcal selection factors
f
for can
ndidates were obtained. This case
demonnstrates both the applicatio
on of the algoorithm and thee subsequent evaluation
e
byy HR managerrs. The
steps taken were ass follows:
Step11: Identify job
b vacancies (p
positions) and
d their imporrtance in the organizationn
Threee positions weere to be filled
d. Also, to speecify the impo
ortance of each
h position, a sset of nine linguistic
labelss introduced by
b Herrera et al.
a (2001) werre used. Lingu
uistic terms were in Trianguular Fuzzy Nu
umbers
(TFNs) and definedd in the [0, 1] interval as folllows:
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Weighht linguistic term
t
set is deepicted in Figgure 6 with itss parameters given in Tablle 1. The weiight of
position  is a lingguistic variable denoted byy 
Position
ns, job descripptions and theeir importannce are shownn in Table 2.
Step 22: Identify crritical factorss for occupyin
ng each positiion
HR m
managers assesss and hire new
w employees.. As a results of
o interviewin
ng these manaagers, critical factors
were ddetermined foor each positio
on as listed in Table 3.

Fig. 6. Linguistic labels

Table 1. W
Weight linguisttic term set
Lingu
uistic Variable

Parame
eters

Essential

(0.875, 1, 1)

Very
y High

(0.75, 0.875,
0
0.1)

Fairly High

(0.625, 0.75, 0.875)

h
High

625, 0.75)
(0.5, 0.6

Mod
derate

(0.375, 0.5, 0.625)

Low

(0.25, 0.375,
0
0.5)

Fairly Low

(0.125, 0.25, 0.375)

Very
y Low

(0, 0.12
25, 0.25)

Unnecessary

(0, 0, 0..125)
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Table 2. Positions to be filled and their weights
Position

Position name

Job description

(Pi)

Position weight
(Wi)

P1

Accountant

It involves preparing special financial reports and summarizing current
financial status precisely; Also, preparing asset and capital account
entries by compiling and analyzing account information. Being familiar
and having experience in preparing balance sheet, profit and loss state
ment, and other reports are valued.

Very High

P2

Salesman

This position involves presenting, promoting and selling products to
existing and potential customers; communicating and negotiating regu
larly and easily with customers. Knowing the market and having experi
ence as a sales representative is of necessities.

High

P3

R & D employee

It includes handling R&D project teams; understanding the company’s
technology and processes (through technical background and relevant
experience in chocolate industry); as well as conducting online research
es and computer analysis.

Essential

Table 3. Critical factors to obtain each position
Position

Position name

Critical factors to get the position

(Pi)
Attention to detail
P1

Accountant

Basic Computer Skills
Previous related experience
Self confidence

P2

Salesman

Extraversion
Previous related experience
Team working abilities

P3

R & D employee

Previous related experience
Basic computer skills

Step 3: Collect data from candidates
Three different methods to get candidates’ information were applied: Interview, questionnaire and resume. Attention to detail and team working abilities were assessed on a scale of 0-100 during the interview. Basic computer skills and previous related experience were obtained through the candidates’ resumes. Finally, a questionnaire was used in order to assess candidates’ self-confidence and extraversion.
Details are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Methods of collecting data regarding critical factors
Critical Factor

Method of collecting
data

Scale

0100

Attention to detail
Interview
Team working abilities
Basic Computer Skills

0100

a

0100
Resume

Previous related experience

030

b

c

Self-confidence

15
Questionnaire

c

Extraversion

15

a

Based on International Computer Driving License (ICDL) score.
Scale: years.
c
Scale: 1=totally disagree, 2=disagree, 3=no opinion, 4=agree, 5=totally agree.
b

The self-confidence questionnaire developed by Day and Hamblin (1964) and updated by Veale and
Quester (2007) was adopted. Also, extraversion items were implemented from Benet-Martinez and John
(1998). Demographics of candidates are collected in Table 5. Scale reliability is measured by means of
Cronbach’s alpha. This coefficient is 0.81, 0.84 for Self-Confidence and Extraversion questionnaires
respectively.
Table 5. Demographics of candidates
Demographic
factor
Age (Year)

Experience
(Year)

Range

Number of
candidates

<25

2

2630

11

3135

2

3640

4

>40

16

<5

8

610

11

1115

3

1620

6

>20

7

Gender

Female

11

Male

24

Level of education

Diploma

3

Associate
Degree

13

Bachelor
Degree

16

Master
Degree

3
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Step 44: Implementt a FIS for ea
ach position tto evaluate th
he competency
y of candidattes
For eaach position (Accountant,
(
Salesman
S
andd R&D emplo
oyee), a FIS was
w implement
nted by design
ning its
five bblocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

F
Fuzzification innterface. Fuzzzifying was peerformed through intersecting input valuees to their relaated
fuuzzy sets;
D
Defuzzificationn interface. Th
he centroid m
method was app
plied for defuzzzification;
Innference unit. In the fuzzy inference
i
proccess, the stand
dard max-min algorithm waas used. For eaach
ruule, in order too evaluate thee membership grade of prem
mise part, the minimum
m
opeerator was app
plied.
A
Also, the maxiimum operatorr was used forr aggregation;;
D
Database. Fuzzzy linguistic variables
v
and ttheir parameteers for all six critical
c
factorss obtained in step
s 2
an
and competenccy were design
ned based on ffour HR manaagers’ points of
o view. In thiis case, Triang
gular
an
and trapezoidaal membership
p functions weere applied;
R
Rule base. For each position
n, the knowleddge of four exp
perts (HR man
nagers) on asssessing candid
dates’
competency arre encapsulated in the form of fuzzy if-then rules.
N
Note that fuzziification, defu
uzzification annd inference sttrategy are thee same in all thhree designed
d FISs.

Step 55: Design thee structure off chromosomees
This sstep involves encoding a possible solutioon as a chrom
mosome. In th
his study, we hhave three po
ositions
and 35 candidates. A possible so
olution is show
wn in Figure 7.
7 As it is dep
picted, our chrromosome has three
geness (same size ass the number of positions).. The value off first gene is ଼ . It means tthat candidatee number 8 is assigned too the first posiition (Accounntant). Similarly, candidate number 4 willl occupy the second
s
position (Salesmann) and candidaate number 7 ggoes to the thirrd position (R
R&D employeee).
Note that all positiions are occup
pied by candiidates and eacch candidate in the chromoosome is matcched to
only oone position.

Fig. 7. Sttructure of a ch
hromosome

Step 66: Implementt fitness function
The fi
fitness value of
o each solutio
on (chromosom
me) is the weighted sum off candidates’ ccompetenciess in the
positions they are to
t be hired. In
n step 1, posittion weights are
a determined
d (Table 1). A
Also, competeency of
each ccandidate (in the position he/she is assiigned) is assessed using FIISs implemennted in step 4.. Now,
candiddates’ compettency is multiiplied by theirr position weiight. Summatiion of obtaineed values, form
ms the
fitness value of thee solution. Th
hese operationns are taken place in fitneess function. T
There are thrree job
vacanncies, so:
ଷ
ୀଵ
ୀ
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Step 7: Define selection techniques
Three selection techniques to generate new population were defined and the chromosomes for genetic
operators (crossover and mutation) were selected:
In order to form a new generation, the elitism introduced by De Jong (1975) is amongst the most popular
selection techniques in the literature. In this method, some best solutions in each generation are preserved
and passed directly to the next generation. Additionally, the best solutions are retained over generations
until some fitter chromosomes are found. Using elitism has improved GA performance in the literature
(Ahmed & Deb, 2013; Bhateja & Kumar, 2014; Rao & Patel, 2013; Wong, Sharma, & Rangaiah, 2016).
In this case, we preserved 10% of the fittest chromosomes of the current population to the next generation
directly without performing crossover and mutation operations.
Similarly, in selecting chromosomes for mating or mutation, the same logic was followed. The individuals with higher fitness are more likely to be elected as parents in order to pass their high-quality genes to
the next generation. In any case, as a matter of probability, even worse individuals have the chance to be
chosen but in lower probabilities. In this way, the algorithm is prevented from being trapped in the local
optimum since the diversity is maintained in the population. In the literature, a variety of selection methods are introduced: Roulette wheel selection, stochastic universal sampling, steady-state selection, tournament selection and Boltzman selection, among others (Mitchell, 1998). Two selection strategies were
used in this study: Tournament selection and proportional roulette wheel selection (Razali & Geraghty,
2011):
Tournament selection. This is an efficient and easy-to-implement selection strategy. individuals are
randomly selected from the population and compete with each other. The most convenient one wins the
competition and will be selected. The number of selected chromosomes to participate in the tournament is
known as tournament size ( ). Figure 8 depicts how tournament selection strategy acts if tournament
size is set to the population size, the fittest chromosome will be selected. Also, smaller values of tournament size lead to more diversity in selecting chromosomes. In this case, we set tournament size to three.
Proportional roulette wheel selection. In this selection strategy, the probability of a chromosome to be
selected to pass on its genes to the next generation is exactly related to its fitness. Assuming a circular
wheel divided into (the number of chromosomes in the population) segments, each pie represents a
chromosome and its share is proportional to the individual fitness. The more convenient the chromosome,
the large the corresponding pie on the wheel. When the wheel is spun, the pie indicated by the pointer
when it stops will be selected. In this method, a selection pressure is on the most convenient chromosomes. However, all individuals have the chance to be chosen. As a result, the diversity is retained in the
population. The mechanism of Proportional roulette wheel selection is illustrated in Figure 9.
Considering selection strategies in the literature, tournament selection and proportional roulette wheel
selection have received plenty of attention because of their acceptable performance (Butz, Sastry, &
Goldberg, 2003; Cui & He, 2016; Malhotra, Singh, & Singh, 2011; Sharma, Singh, & Sharma, 2012;
Zhong, Hu, Zhang, & Gu, 2005). In this case, we applied both described selection techniques in order to
compare their performance.
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Fig. 8. Tournament Selection
S

Fig. 9. Proporrtional roulette wheel
w
selection

Step 88: Implementt crossover op
perator
By ussing a crossovver operator, we
w combine ttwo parent ch
hromosomes together and rreproduce two
o child
chrom
mosomes know
wn as offsprin
ng. Ordinary ccrossover operrators such as single-point ccrossover, mu
ultiplepoint crossover andd uniform cro
ossover are ussed extensively in the literrature. Howevver, in this caase, we
have a permutationn chromosomee which meanss each candidaate can only occupy
o
one poosition. Applyiing the
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mentiioned crossoveer operators may
m lead to prroducing invallid chromosom
mes. So, a mor
ore advanced crossoc
ver is used to generrate feasible permutation
p
chhromosomes (Herrera
(
et al.,, 2001).
Figuree 10 shows hoow offspring are
a produced bby combining
g parent chrom
mosomes. Connsider that we have a
chrom
mosome with five
f genes. In the first step,, in each offsp
pring we keep repeated canddidates and th
he ones
whichh are in the sam
me position in
n the other chr
hromosome, un
nchanged. Theen, amongst thhe remaining genes,
we ranndomly selectt some of them
m and exchangge their valuess. In this way two valid offs
fspring are obttained.

Fig. 10. Permutation crossover
c

Step 99: Implementt mutation op
perator
The ppurpose of muutation operato
or is to retainn diversity in the
t population
n. In cases in which each gene
g
in
the chhromosome iss a bit, the sim
mplest way iss to select onee or more ran
ndom bits andd alter their co
ontent.
Howeever, this methhod is not app
plicable in thiss case. So, wee use two diffferent mutatioon operators su
uitable
for peermutation bassed chromosom
mes:
S
Swap mutationn. In this mutaation type, firsst we choose two genes (possitions) in the chromosome randdomly. Then we
w interchangee their values.
2. Innversion Mutaation. This mu
utation type innvolves selecting a subset of genes in thee chromosomee and
innverting the enntire values in
n the subset.
Each time we have to call a mutaation operatorr on a chromossome, one of the
t mentionedd mutation opeerators
is appplied randomlyy. In this way
y, a new reliabble permutatio
on chromosom
me is producedd. Figure 11 demond
stratess how these mutation
m
operaators work for a chromosom
me with five geenes.
1.
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Fig. 11. Mutation Operators

Step 10: Tune up GA parameters and run the algorithm
GA parameters used in this case are listed in Table 6. After setting the parameters, we run the algorithm
using MATLAB R2013b to get the optimized solution for the PAP. The obtained solution is available in
Table 7.
Table 6. GA parameters
GA Parameters

Values

Description

Number of generations

100

Number of algorithm iterations. It is in fact algorithm termination criteria

Number of individuals

30

Number of chromosomes in each generation

Crossover probability

80%

What percentage of the population will be picked for mating

Mutation probability

10%

What percentage of the population will be picked for mutation

Tournament size

3

The number of selected chromosomes to participate in the tournament (in tourna
ment selection)

(known as pop size)

Table 7. Solution obtained by the GA
Position

Position name

(Pi)

Position
weight

Selected
Candidate

(Wi)

(Ci)

P1

Accountant

Very High

C13

P2

Salesman

High

C32

P3

R & D employee

Essential

C1
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Results and analysis
In this section, the overall value and efficiency of the proposed algorithm was evaluated and the performance of GA regarding two different selection techniques was assessed.
System evaluation
To evaluate the algorithm, the main indexes are its efficiency and speed, the accuracy of experts’ encapsulated knowledge and the ability of making optimal decisions. Experts evaluated the algorithm. Ten HR
managers of the firm were asked to assess the mentioned indexes on a five-point Likert scale ranging
from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. Results are available in Table 8.
Results demonstrate that HR managers rated the proposed algorithm and system designed in Matlab highly with the mean score of 3.9. So, according to the positive evaluation of experts, the proposed algorithm
and system is promising in dealing with PAP. The experts’ knowledge is embedded well in the FIS and
GA optimizes the solution effectively considering the importance of positions.
GA performance with different selection techniques
GA performance comparison is based on the Number of Function Evaluation (NFE) and the number of
generation in which the solution with maximum profit is obtained. Note that NFE indicates how many
times the fitness function is called or how many potential solutions are evaluated.
Regarding each selection technique (tournament selection and proportional roulette wheel selection), we
run the algorithm ten times. For each one, the solution with the highest fitness value and the lowest NFE
was taken as the final result. Summarized results are given in Table 9. Also, Figure 12 depicts performance graphs. Both selection techniques reached the same fitness value of 199.6764. The tournament
selection found the solution in the 4th iteration by evaluating 154 solutions (NFE) while, proportional
roulette wheel selection did the same thing in the 6th generation by evaluating 216 solutions. Figure 12
shows that tournament selection reaches the solution sooner. Therefore, tournament selection outperforms
the proportional roulette wheel selection in gaining acceptable and high quality solution with lower cost.
Table 8. Proposed algorithm evaluation questions and results
Questions

Mean

Standard
Deviation

1. System is able to consider critical factors in select
ing candidates properly

4.1

0.876

2. System takes into account position importance
properly (makes optimal decisions)

4

0.667

3. System really helps in selecting suitable candidates.

3.9

0.994

4. System response time is acceptable.

4.4

0.516

5. I would recommend my colleagues to use this
system

3.4

0.966

6. I would like to use this system in hiring new per
sonnel

3.6

0.699

Total mean:
3.9
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Tablee 9. Performancce results of GA
A selection techn
niques

Tournnament Selection
n

Proportion
nal Roulette
Wheel Selection
S

Fitness Va
alue

199.6764

199..6764

NFE

154

216

Generation Num
hich
ber (in wh
solution iss ob
tained)

4

6

Fig. 12.
1 Performancce graphs of GA
A selection techn
niques

Concclusion
In thiss study, a twoofold objectivee was achieveed. Firstly, wee developed a solution for PPAP in an uncertain
enviroonment by ussing a combin
nation of FIS and GA. An algorithm incclusive of twoo phases wass introducedd: In the first phase,
p
HR maanagers’ qualiitative knowleedge and reassoning processs was formulaated in
FISs. So, with raw data alone, th
hese systems w
were able to ev
valuate candid
dates’ compete
tency regardin
ng each
job vaacancy. In thee second phasse, GA assignned candidatess to job vacan
ncies so as to maximize pro
ofit by
considdering the com
mpetency of candidates
c
in conjunction with
w the relativ
ve importancee of the positiions to
be fillled. Results inn the case stud
dy were assesssed by HR maanagers. Conssequently, the effectivenesss of the
propoosed algorithm
m pioneering th
he combinatioon of FIS and GA in dealing
g with PAP w
was confirmed..
Seconndly, we evaluuated GA perfformance by eemploying tw
wo different paarent selectionn strategies: TournaT
ment selection and proportional roulette wheeel selection. Based on the NFE
N and the nuumber of geneeration
in whhich the solutiion with the maximum
m
proffit was obtain
ned, both selection techniquues were com
mpared.
The reesults revealedd that tournam
ment selectionn outperformed
d the proportio
onal roulette w
wheel selectio
on.
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In addtiton and due to the nature and circumstances of natural disasters, the existence of heterogeneous
needs and organizations involved, personnel assignment effectiveness need to be performed in a timely
manner for which this solution can be applied. The proposed algorithm could be adopted to other similar
problems in the market as well as emergency situations such as assigning resources to tasks, survival kits
to vulnerable zones, products to markets or capitals to investments among others. Also, this study is run
in a firm belonging to a specific sector. It could be analyzed, as well, in other industries and situations.
For further studies, we suggest the assessment of other selection strategies (e.g. rank-based roulette wheel
selection, stochastic universal sampling, Boltzman selection and steady-state selection) and the comparison of their results with the tournament selection and the proportional roulette wheel selection.
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